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POPULAR “OPEN SOURCE TOOLS FOR DEVELOPERS” VERSION CONTROLS IDES 

TEXT EDITOR WEB AND MOBILE FRAME WORKS  

     
By: M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : There are plenty of open source tools out there for writing and debugging code. OSS is unlimited .Open source frameworks can help you implement almost 

anything, from GUIs to network stacks, and there are other tools for testing your creations.  Almost every developer is familiar with the benefits of open source code and coding tools. Open source repositories like 

GitHub and SourceForge provide invaluable resources for those searching for assistance in creating their own applications.In addition, many of the most popular development tools are available under open source 

licenses. The last few years have seen an explosion of new tools, particularly in categories like mobile development and JavaScript frameworks. In this article we are highlighting  the very best open source 

bugtrackers, programming languages, version control systems, frameworks, IDEs, text editors and other tools.There is such a large and diverse group of open source development tools that we can't possibly include 

everyone's favorites on our list. Open source has unlimited tools and technologies. 

Java: Released in 1995, Java is one of the precursors of open source. With a 20-year pedigree, the language is versatile and robust. Because Java is an object-oriented programming language, I can use it to implement 

a sophisticated program design or to knock out a quick test program.Over time, Java has accumulated valuable new classes that expedite programming, such as Map, List, and Iterator. Collections classes, such as 

Set and List, gather multiple elements into groups and provide search, sort, frequency, max, min, and other operations on them. Built-in Iterator support for these collections classes is the icing on the cake. Java isn't 

quite as portable as claimed, but it certainly lowers the bar if you expect to migrate a body of reliable, field-tested code to another platform in the future. 

Eclipse: For writing Java code, Eclipse is integrated development environment of choice to many because it's loaded with useful features for managing classes and source code. The compiler offers helpful hints to 

potential syntax problems as you type a line of code, and it can often correct errors due to missing header files (a nice feature to have when you make that first call to an unfamiliar Java API). The interactive source-

level debugger is informative and has plenty of features for prodding the remains of a crashed program. There are also loads of plugins available that bring code quality, version control, and other capabilities to the 

integrated development environment (IDE). 

Apache HttpClient network stack:Most native mobile apps use the Internet to "phone home" to a database or service. They often rely on a custom network stack for this, because a browser-based connection would 

be slow, consume too many resources, and provide an attack surface for malicious code. To implement the custom connection between the app and the service back end, Apache's HttpClient provides a capable 

HTTP connectivity framework that can be used for this purpose.HttpClient lets you readily construct the headers and bodies of HTTP requests and responses to support a private communications session. For 

example, you can easily set up an authenticated transaction using an Authorize header or grab the data in a Set-Cookie header to manage cookies. Curiously, while the Java Development Kit (JDK) has its own HTTP 

stack, it doesn't implement the PATCH method, while HttpClient does. PATCH is important because it lets you selectively update subsets of data with low network overhead, particularly if your service relies on the 

Open Data (OData) protocol. 

RESTClient:Are you learning how to use a new service that uses a RESTful interface? Or do you need to test your own REST implementation? RESTClient is a Firefox extension with a simple user interface that lets 

you build an HTTP request's headers and body in a piecemeal fashion. You then fire off the crafted request to the target and RESTClient observes what comes back.What's great about RESTClient is that it 

automatically configures the browser environment so that it supports cross-origin resource sharing (CORS). This means that you can conduct your transaction experiments directly within Firefox. You can do this 

without having to work around the CORS restriction by uploading test code to a server and then trying it from there. It usually takes only a few transactions in RESTClient to figure things out. 

AngularJS : Sponsored by Google, this “superheroic” JavaScript framework aims to make it easier to add dynamic content to HTML Web pages. It’s embeddable and extensible and works with a wide range of other 

development tools. Operating System: OS Independent. HTML is great for declaring static documents, but it falters when we try to use it for declaring dynamic views in web-applications. AngularJS lets you extend 

HTML vocabulary for your application. The resulting environment is extraordinarily expressive, readable, and quick to develop. AngularJS is a toolset for building the framework most suited to your application 

development. It is fully extensible and works well with other libraries. Every feature can be modified or replaced to suit your unique development workflow and feature needs. Read on to find out how. 

Backbone.js : Backbone promises to add structure to your Web applications. It’s useful for developing rich client-side applications and promises more freedom than some other JavaScript frameworks. Operating 

System: OS Independent 

Ember.js :Used by organizations like Groupon, LivingSocial, Yahoo, Zendesk and Square, Ember.js describes itself as “a framework for creating ambitious Web applications.” It features auto-updating handlebars 

templates that allow developers to write less code when creating new apps. Operating System: OS Independent 

Grunt :This JavaScript task runner automates tasks like minification, compilation, unit testing and linting. Its users include Twitter, jQuery, Adobe, Mozilla, WordPress, Walmart and others. Operating System: OS 

Independent 

jQuery :This popular JavaScript library simplifies HTML document manipulation, event handling, animation and Ajax and claims to have “changed the way that millions of people write JavaScript.” Its sponsors 

include WordPress, Famo.us, and IBM. Operating System: OS Independent 

JQuery Mobile :JQuery Mobile makes it easy to create HTML 5-based user interfaces for websites being accessed by smartphones and tablets as well as desktops and laptops. Among its noteworthy features is a 

ThemeRoller that applies a consistent look and feel across sites. Operating System: iOS, Android, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, others 

Git: In recent years, Git has taken off as the version control system of choice for many open source and enterprise projects. Source code for thousands of projects that use this distributed version control system are 

available through GitHub. Operating System: Windows, Linux, OS X 

Subversion :This Apache project offers “enterprise-class centralized version control for the masses.” Now fifteen years old, it’s a mature tool that is updated frequently. Operating System: Windows, Linux, OS X 

Bootstrap : Developed at Twitter, Bootstrap claims to be “the most popular HTML, CSS and JS framework for developing responsive, mobile-first projects on the Web. The website includes a library of sites 

developed with the tool, including ones for Turbo Tax, Intuit Mint, GeekWire, Instacart, Vizio, NC State University and others. Operating System: OS Independent 

Bower  : Another Twitter project, Bower manages frameworks, libraries, assets, utilities and other packages for websites. It works with a lot of other popular Web development tools. Operating System: OS 

Independent 

Gestalt : This tool allows developers to include Ruby, Python and XAML code within HTML code. It’s goal is to enable the creation of rich Web apps using tools that developers already know. Operating System: OS 

Independent 

Ruby on Rails: Ruby on Rails promises “Web development that doesn’t hurt.” It has been used by tens of thousands of organizations, including Basecamp, Twitter, GitHub and Shopify. Operating System: Windows, 

Linux, OS X . Learning to build a modern web application is daunting. Ruby on Rails makes it much easier and more fun. It includes everything you need to build fantastic applications. The principle difference 

between Ruby on Rails and other frameworks for development lies in the speed and ease of use that developers working within the environment enjoy. Changes made to applications are immediately applied, 

avoiding the time consuming steps normally associated with the web development cycle. According to David Geary, a Java expert, the Ruby-based framework is five to 10 times faster than comparable Java-based 

frameworks. In a blog posting, Geary predicted that Rails would be widely adopted in the near future.Rails is made up of several components, beyond Ruby itself, applications with real-time capabilities. Operating 
System: Windows, Linux, OS X  

Prototype :This JavaScript framework wants to help developers build “ambitious Web user interfaces.” It aims to simplify development and help developers find more elegant ways around Ajax and the DOM. Operating System: 
OS Independent   

Cordova :An Apache project, Cordova allows developers to create native cross-platform applications using Web development tools like HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Its APIs allow access to smartphone features like the camera, 
accelerometer, GPS, etc., and it has been integrated into many other open source projects. Operating System: Windows, Linux, OS X, iOS, Android, Windows Phone, others.PhoneGap development framework :Downloaded more 

than a million times, PhoneGap is an extremely popular tool for building cross-platform mobile apps with HTML 5, CSS and JavaScript. It is closely related to the Apache Cordova project. Operating System: Window, Linux, OS 

X    .Thanks to: http://www.datamation.com/open-source/101-open-source-tools-for-developers-4.html 

https://github.com/
http://sourceforge.net/
https://angularjs.org/
http://backbonejs.org/
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http://jquery.com/
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http://git-scm.com/
https://github.com/
http://subversion.apache.org/
http://getbootstrap.com/
http://bower.io/
http://visitmix.com/labs/gestalt/
http://rubyonrails.org/
http://rubyonrails.org/everything-you-need
http://searchwindevelopment.techtarget.com/definition/blog
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http://www.phonegap.com/
http://www.datamation.com/open-source/101-open-source-tools-for-developers-4.html
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Open source adoption in organizations is expected to grow across all the IT segments. According to a new market research MarketsandMarkets report “Open Source Services Market by Service Type, Industry, and 

Region – Global Forecast to 2022″, is expected to grow from USD 11.40 Billion in 2017 to USD 32.95 Billion by 2022.The industry is significantly availing the flexibility and effectiveness in performing tasks and 

benefits, such as reduced costs, accelerated time-to-market, and simplified interoperability. As per the report, the services market (open source) is expected to witness a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 

23.65% during the forecast period (2017-2022).Leaving no stone unturned, the report takes care of the market by the service type (Support, Maintenance and Management, Implementation, Consulting), Industry 

(Manufacturing, Healthcare and Life Sciences, Retail and Distribution), and Region. The reduction in the total cost of ownership and the increased return on investments are expected to be the major factors driving 

the growth of the Open Source Services Market. 

Make India big market .“Actually Trump might be a blessing in disguise for India - it will force Indian talent to focus on solving problems in India,” said experts in India , referring to Indian information technology 

companies’ fears that Trump’s policies may result in fewer U.S. visas for their engineers. Trump can be trumped after all he is a businessman and his decision can be taken as blessing in disguise. Indian IT 

companies have visa independent global delivery model where it reduced the total effort onsite (at the client location) in a project from about 30% on an average to just 10%. “And  this 10% will be delivered by local 

hires. Indian IT is also likely to find significant support among its US customers. The Indian software industry, has largely been responsible for building as well as maintaining the information infrastructure of most 

large US corporations. It plays a very critical role in the success of US corporations,  that tampering with it wouldn't be easy. IT companies conducted several pilots and all of them were very successful,  "The global 

downturn and “Buy American and hire American” theory has brought along with it new opportunities. It is for the industry to identify the opportunities and move ahead," Indian IT companies can hire American 

and sell American and make killing profits in America as American IT companies hire Indian and sell Indian and make killing profits in India . “Make in India American products” "The Indian industry will 

continue to do well if they learn that there are no easy pickings any longer." And that's true of all companies, irrespective of their size..The US was teaching all countries Globalization and now suddenly talking 

localization “Buy American and hire American”. Investors from around the world, including in the City of  London, will be listening carefully for how America's  Donald Trump is set to sign an executive order to 

overhaul the H-1B & L-1 visa programmes, which let tens of thousands of Indians work in the US, drove tech stocks down and sparked speculation in the IT sector about an uncertain future. Indian business experts 

predict that Indian IT companies can outsmart any trade barriers created by  Donald Trump as they are listening this since the days of his election campaign.India need to remember late Dewang Mehta, the chief 

lobbyist for India's fledgling software services industry, carried off both with aplomb, convincing businesses that at the stroke of midnight of the new millennium, their computer systems would crash because old 

programs measured years in two digits instead of four. The solution, he persuaded them, was to let a horde of techies from Bangalore and Hyderabad go through each line of code and fix the Y2K bug.  

 

The Trump administration is expanding the scope of its immigration squeeze by targeting the foreign guest worker visa programme amid a furore in multinational corporations and a mutinous ferment in US 

government circles and this was expected .Point to be noted is Indian IT companies have matured  such situations in the past many times and have bravely faced the slowdown of economies in the US . Globally 

engaged America is reportedly still coming to grips with the Trump decree staunching refugees and travel from se ven Muslim nations when it was revealed that a new presidential order, aimed at overhauling the 

guest worker programme that includes the H-1B visas, is in the works.Reportedly Technology companies, primarily in the US and India, have long used the visas to bring skilled foreign talent to America, in effect 

providing a route for Indian students and professionals to emigrate to the US.“It's part of a larger immigration reform effort that the president Trump will continue to talk about through executive order and 

through working with Congress,“ Reportely the White House spokesman Sean Spicer said recently , virtually confirming that the nearly-two-decade visa regime over three administrations, which has effectively 

facilitated the immigration of more than 500,000 Indians to the US since 1990, will now change.Over 60% of Indian IT revenues comes from the US. Five top Indian IT companies lost Rs 33,000 crore in market cap 

in a single day on Tuesday following uncertainty about the new environment in the US.Ahead of the expected executive order, lawmakers have introduced legislation mandating an increase in the minimum salary for 

H-1B visa guest workers to $130,000 (from the current $60,000) in an effort to shut down low-cost arbitrage that both US and Indi an companies have used to improve their bottom line, but which critics say has 

depressed wages and come at the expense of American workers.The flurry of presidential decrees on travel and immigration has unnerved corporate leaders, including Silicon Valley honchos.The heads of 

corporations as diverse as Goldman Sachs, Ford Motor Company and Google dissented from Trump on the issue. Reportedly India had conveyed  its concerns to US.India has conveyed its reservations over the move 

to overhaul H-1B visas. “India's interests and concerns have been conveyed both to the US administration and US Congress at senior levels,“ MEA spokesperson Vikas Swarup said.  

 

            

 

 

 

 

  

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities 

BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, 

Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news 

paper property politics and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems 

with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

http://opensourceforu.com/2018/02/open-pharma-innovative-drug-development-concept/

